What do you need for making the Ballwalker

.Styrofoam egg from 2.4 inches
.Heart shaped styrofoam form, about 3 ½ inch wide
.Styrofoam pyramid, about 8 up to 9 inch high
.Half a styrofoam big ball, widest (middle) part about 7
inches
You also can use a styrofoam block
.Wooden plate to put under the half ball ( Michaels, Hobby
Lobby, JoAnn’s)
.Sculpting tool
.Sculpting brush
.Fast grab tacky glue
.Skewer for the neck
.Two short pieces of a skewer to use on the legs
.Creative paperclay (www.paperclay.com) (www.dickblick.com)
(Michaels sells it sometimes too)
.Bowl to hold water
.Fine sanding sponge ( Hardware store)
.Piece of very fine sandpaper (Hardware store)

.Soft cloth, like an old handkerchief
.Clay roller
.Several rolls stretched gauze ( pharmacy)
.Mod podge
.Brush to mod podge
.Awl
.White tile or plate for painting
.Fine painting brush. I use a synthetic brush nr. 001
.Paint:
Lemon Yellow
Sepia
Ultramarin Blue
Permanent Red
White
Ivory Black

.Eye make-up powder in different colours
.Make-up sponges
.Pinkish make-up powder

.Varnish for water colour paint
I use MAT varnish from Talens for watercolour paint
They also sell this varnish at JoAnn’s on-line and you have
to go to Van Gogh products

Fimo also sells varnishes for watercolour
paint

.Brush to varnish
.Solvent to clean the brush
.Two pieces of strong but bendable wire for the legs 2x 24
inches.
.Two pieces of strong bendable wire for the arms 2x 8
inches
I use the with plastic covered electric wire and gauge is not
important. Just strong and bendable.

.Masking tape
.Some rough lace to make the imprint in the ball

.Acrylic paint for the shoes after your own choice
.Needles and pins
.Thread
.Fabrics for the costume after your own choice for:
.the trousers
.the top
.the coat
.the sleeves
.the collar
.the socks
.A hat
.Hair
.Materials for
embellishments

.Two foam rolls:

I buy these foam rolls in a hair shop, pharmacy or dollar
store.
It is old fashion material to make curlers in your hair.
I take the wire out and put my own electrical wire in,
because the wire needs to be longer to put on one side in
the hand base form and on the other side to push into the
body. The length for the arm is about 6 inches.
When you cannot find these than you can use for each arm a
small roll of stretched gauze.

